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WHAT IS PYCONES?
PyConES is the most
important nation-wide
Python conference in Spain.
PyConES will celebrate its third edition in November
2015 in Valencia, after two successful ones in
Madrid and Zaragoza and following the path of the
PyCon international event (http://pycon.org).
Specifically, the conference will take place at
Universidad Politécnica de Valencia (UPV) and
will be organized by a joint effort between the local
user group and Python España association.

The event
PyConES is a weekend
conference where professionals and

enthusiasts of the Python programming
language meet to share their experience through
technical talks. Because of its nature, PyConES
audience comes not only from diverse technological
backgrounds such as web development, business
intelligence or the videogame industry but also
from the academic world, being used by many
professors and researchers.

The venue
PyConES 2015 will take
place at Universidad
Politécnica de Valencia, ranked

as the best technical university in Spain by the
Shangai ranking in 2014 (ARWU). Nowadays it’s
integrated by more than 42 000 members, of which
nearly 37 800 are students, 2 600 are professors
and 1 700 are services and administrative staff.
UPV englobes 15 schools of diverse nature, of
which 12 are technical schools.

The city
Valencia is a traditional
Mediterranean city located on

the east coast of Spain of average size with a
population of 800 000. Attendees visiting the city
can enjoy an historic city that is a fascinating
mixture of different cultures and religions
that still remains alive in the numerous city's
monuments and typical streets, combined with
the most absolute modernity exemplified by the
modern architectural area "Ciudad de las Artes y
las Ciencias".
Valencia is a city for encounters and contrasts.
The legacy left by the cultures and civilisations
which have reached these shores in the past still
remains alive in the city’s monuments and streets,
not to mention in its people’s hearts.
Business and trade coexist with leisure and
culture. Valencia is a city that never sleeps: it has a
rich cultural life with festivals, concerts, shows and
exhibitions all year round.
A city like this can be enjoyed with all five senses.
Dialogues flow smoothly, ideas float back and forth
easily, lines of communication are always open and
people feel at their ease. Valencia invites you to
indulge your passion for the art of encounters.
Valencia offers a rich cultural heritage of music,
art, gastronomy, architecture and folklore, and
reaching the city from any part of the globe is easy
and convenient, thanks to a modern network of
links with the most important European cities.
For further information about the tourism
and conference facilities in Valencia, please
visit Turisvalencia, created and published by the
Turismo Valencia Convention Bureau.

Some numbers
In the past two editions, the event 		
hosted:
• More than 350 attendees
• More than 40 speakers
• More than 22.000 views of the 		
published recorded talks.

WHY TO SPONSOR
Sponsors make this event
possible.
Sponsorship allow us to offer more affordable
prices to increase participation and attendee
count, apart from recording the talks to reach a
bigger audience.
PyConES sponsors help the whole Python
community promoting a competitive yet inclusive
atmosphere, making Python development more
interesting for both companies and individuals.

Visibility
and recruiting
Next to the benefits for
the community, sponsor
companies gain high
visibility and positioning:

PyConES is the best place to find highly
talented Python developers.
The sponsors hall is placed next to the rooms
where talks will take place, therefore enjoying a
privileged location close to the attendees. Having
a booth in our sponsors hall will allow your
company to give visibility to your products or
services and keep in touch with the community.

Levels
Silver | 500€

Gold | 1.000€

• 5 free event tickets
• Logo on web and
registration badges
• Sticker in welcome pack

• Booth in sponsors hall
• 5 free event tickets
• Logo on web and
registration badges
• Sticker in welcome pack

Platinum | 2.000€
• Product talk at the conference
• Leaflet in welcome pack
• Booth in sponsors hall
• 5 free event tickets
•Logo on web and registration badges
• Sticker in welcome pack

Diamond | 3.000€
Thank you! As a Diamond sponsor you obtain the
following benefits:
• Name of the company in one of the tracks
• Acknowledgements in videos
• Logos in rollups
• Product talk at the conference
• Leaflet in welcome pack
• Booth in sponsors hall
• 5 free event tickets
• Logo on web and registration badges
• Sticker in welcome pack

Other options
Please contact us regarding other forms of
sponsorship such as:
• Coffee breaks
• Lunches
• Recording and edition of the talks
• Registration
• Social events
• Hackathons
• Childcare

ABOUT THE
ORGANIZATION
PyConES is an initiative
of the Python España
association, a non-profit created in 2013

by volunteers across Spain to promote the use of
the Python programming language, serve as a
meeting point for those interested in it and give
support to the best of its ability.
2015 edition is possible thanks to the local
Python User Group in Valencia, a group of
Python enthusiasts in charge in this occasion to
carry on the organizational tasks and bring the
conference to great success.

